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Abst rac t - - I f  ~, ,x are partitions of n, denote by L~, L;~ the subgroup lattices of abelian p-groups of 
types #, A, respectively. This paper studies conditions for the existence of order preserving injections 
("generalized flags") from L~, into L~. Butler has shown by topological methods that "# dominates A" 
is necessary. Here algebraic and combinatorial methods are used to obtain further conditions both 
for this problem and for the closely related one where abelian p-groups are replaced by Fp vector 
spaces with nilpotent linear transformations. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field F. A flag in V is a maximal nested sequence 
of subspaces 
{o)  = vo c v l  c v2 c . . .  c vn_ l  c u,~ = v. 
Such a flag can be visualized geometrically as a point contained in a line contained in a plane 
. . . ,  giving rise to the picture shown in Figure 1. 
/ / 
Figure 1. 
It can also be visualized as a poset embedding of a chain into the subspace lattice of V, as 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. 
Flags are of considerable interest o geometers, in the study of algebraic groups, etc., where the 
set of all flags (the "flag variety") and the group of automorphisms fixing a flag are of particular 
concern. 
An abelian group theorist might naturally take a different view of this situation. A chain is 
the subgroup lattice of a cyclic p-group, whereas the subspace lattice of a vector space over the 
p-element field Fp is nothing but the subgroup lattice of an elementary abelian p-group. Thus, 
for instance, if G = Cs is cyclic of order 8 and H = (C2) 3 is elementary abelian, we have, in 
Figure 3, the Hasse diagrams of the subgroup lattices L(G), L(H). 
> 
> 
Figure 3. 
A poset embedding (order preserving injection) of L(G) into L(H) is just a flag in H considered 
as a vector space over Fp. Since cyclic and elementary abelian p-groups are but two (extreme) 
examples of abelian p-groups, the following generalization of the concept of flag is now very 
compelling. 
Let p be a fixed prime and n a positive integer. If G and H are abelian p-groups of order pn, a 
generalized flag is a poset embedding of L(G) in L(H). For G cyclic and H arbitrary, it is clear 
that such embeddings always exist--one need only choose a subgroup of H of order p, factor it 
out, and proceed by induction using the isomorphism theorems. The same argument shows that 
there is a maximal chain (flag) passing through any element of L(H). For a more interesting 
example, take G = C4 @ C2 and H = C2 • C2 • C2. Then we have, in Figure 4, the Hasse 
diagrams for L(G) and L(H), where the dotted lines indicate the embedding. 
/ t \  
i x>< 
Figure 4. 
The main question which we wish to investigate in this paper is the following: for which abelian 
groups G, H of order p~ does such a generalized flag exist? 
It is convenient to describe our groups in terms of partitions. Let # = (#1,. •., #t) be a partition 
of n, so that n = ~ #~ and #1 _> #2 _> "'" _> #~ _> 1. Then (for fixed p) # determines an abelian 
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p-group of order pn, namely, 
Conversely, any abelian p-group G of order pn is isomorphic to G~ for a unique partition #. We 
will denote the lattice L(G~) of subgroups of C~ by L~. Thus, our main question becomes the 
following. 
QUESTION. When does L~ embed in L~? 
This embeddahility induces a partial order on partitions of n. We give in Figure 5 the Hasse 
diagrams of these for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 with the warning that these small cases are misleading. 
I: 1 n:2 :  r r :4 :  
l 
l l l  
n=3: I231 n:5 :  
211 
31 
4 ~  32 
Figure 5. 
There are several variants of our main question that are both interesting and instructive. First, 
one can of course vary the prime p and ask if this has any effect on embeddability (it certainly 
does not in small cases, such as the ones depicted above). Next, one can replace the principal 
ideal domain Z and prime p with another PID and prime having the same residue class field, 
such as the polynomial ring Fp[T] and prime T. Since Fp[T] modules annihilated by a power 
of T are just Fp vector spaces with nilpotent linear transformations T : V --* V, our lattices L~ 
now become invariant subspace lattices. (The #i give the sizes of the Jordan blocks for T.) We 
will return to this in Section 4. Finally, one can consider "chain products" rather than subgroup 
(subspace) lattices. For instance, the partition 21 would give the distributive lattice shown in 
Figure 6. 
} x I = % 
Figure 6. 
In Section 7, we give essentially complete answers to this embeddability question (for both 
subgroup and invariant subspace lattices) whenever #1 = #2, and also whenever #3 > 1. 
For background material on abelian groups and on partitions, etc., we refer to [2-4]. 
2. EMBEDDABIL ITY  AND DOMINANCE 
There is a partial order on partitions of a fixed integer n which arises naturally in combinatorics. 
If # = (#1, #2, . . .  ) and A = (A1, ~2,..- ) are partitions of n, we say that # dominates ~if/~1 >_ )u, 
~1 -~" P2 --~ )~1 + z~2, P l  -t- ~2 -/- ~3 --~ ~1 + ~2 -t- z~3~ .. • • Our  interest in generalized flags originated 
with the observation of the first author that, if # dominates A, there is "enough room" (level by 
level) to embed L~ in L~. This eventually led to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. (See [5].) HL~ embeds in L~, then # dominates ~. 
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SKETCH OF PROOF. If A is a subgroup of the finite abelian p-group G with IAI = pk, we say 
that A has rank (or level) k and write r(A) = k. If ¢ : L~ --* L~ is a poset embedding, it is clear 
that any maximal chain (flag) in Lu is mapped to a maximal chain in L~. Hence, since every 
element of L ,  lies in a maximal chain, the embedding ¢ must preserve rank (i.e., level). Thus, 
for each k, the set of elements of rank k in Lu can be no larger than the corresponding set in L~. 
This should be interpreted as "enough room in dimension zero". 
If k # t? are two distinct levels of L~, then the elements of these two levels (together with 
the partial order) determine a bipartite graph. The first Betti number (number of independent 
loops) of this graph can be no larger than the corresponding number for L~. This is "enough 
room in dimension one". 
Similarly, each d-set of levels of L ,  determines a (d -  1)-dimensional complex whose (d - 1 )  st 
Betti number can be no larger than that of L~. 
The set of inequalities on Betti numbers obtained in this way can be shown, using the machinery 
of Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions and results of Lascoux-Schutzenberger, to be equivalent 
to the set of inequalities which say that # dominates A. For details, see [5]. 
The first case not covered by this result is the possible embeddability of L31 in L22, since 31 
dominates 22. 
3. EMBEDDABIL ITY  AND REF INEMENT 
Let # and A be partitions of an integer n. We say that A refines # (or is a refinement of #) 
if A can be obtained by taking partitions of each of the integers #~ and then concatenating and 
rearranging the results. Thus, 211 refines both 31 and 22, but 22 does not refine 31. It is easy to 
show that if A refines #, # must dominate A. The converse fails since 31 does dominate 22. 
It turns out that refinement is necessary for embeddability. 
THEOREM 2. If L~ embeds in L~, then A re/~nes #. 
PROOF. Let ¢ : Lm --* Lx be a poset embedding. We first show by induction that ¢ preserves 
the lattice operations meet (A) and join (V). It suffices (by duality) to consider joins. Clearly, 
¢(x V y) > ¢(x) Y ¢(y) since ¢ preserves order. Also, equality clearly holds if x _< y or vice 
versa. We induct on the pair of integers r(x), r(y). If either is 0, x and y must be comparable, 
so we are done. Otherwise, choose x0 with x A y <_ x0 < x, r(xo) = r(x) - 1. By induction, 
we have ¢(x0Vy)  = ¢(x0) V¢(y).  Similarly, i f xAy  <_ Yo < Y, r(yo) = r (y ) -  1, we have 
¢(x V Y0) = ¢(x) V ¢(Y0). If r(x V y) = k, each of x0 V y and x V Y0 have rank k - 1, so ¢(x0) V ¢(y) 
and ¢(x) V ¢(Y0) are distinct elements of rank k - 1, both < ¢(z) V ¢(y). This means ¢(x) V ¢(y) 
has rank at least k so must equal ¢(x V y). 
It is well known that direct decompositions can be expressed in terms of meets and joins, i.e., 
G = A1 ~3... • At is equivalent to G = A1 V • • • V At and, for each i, 0 = Ai A (A1 V ... V A~_I V 
Ai+l V .-. v At). Hence, ¢ must preserve direct decompositions. 
Now if G,  = A1 ~3... GAt with Ai cyclic of order p'~, we must have G~ = ¢(A1) @.. .  O¢(At). 
If ¢(Ai) is isomorphic to the direct sum of cyclic groups of orders p~l,  p,~2,.. . ,  then G~ is the 
direct sum of cyclics of order p~'J. By the uniqueness of direct decompositions, the Ak must 
coincide (in some order) with the #ij, and hence, A refines #. II 
Thus, refinement is a necessary condition for embeddability. It turns out to also be sufficient 
for the chain product analogues of the L~. Consider for instance the analogues of L22 and L211, 
shown in Figure 7. The first clearly embeds in the second by "wrapping" it over the front and 
top. It is relatively straightforward to show that refinement implies embeddability for general 
chain products. 
For groups, the situation is quite different, however, and in fact L22 does not embed in L2n. 
If # and A are partitions, we will say that A uniformly refines tz if A can be obtained from # by 
the usual refinement procedure with the additional proviso that if two parts #il and/zi2 of tz are 
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Figure 7. 
equal, then the partitions {lA~j} and {lA~2j} of each used to obtain A must be identical. Thus, 
211 is not a uniform refinement of 22 since in one case 2 is left alone, and in the other it is split 
into 11. Uniform refinement turns out to be necessary for embeddability. 
THEOREM 3. If Lu embeds in LA, then A uniformly refines lA. 
PROOF. The proof is based on a "diagonal" or "common complement" idea. Suppose Gu = 
A~ ®. . .  ® At with A~ cyclic of order pU', and that say lax = lA2- Let A~ = (a), A2 = (b). If 
C = (a + b), we have 
Gu = Al @C@A30. . .@At  =C@A2@A3@. . .@At .  
If ¢ : Lu --* L~ is an embedding, then 
G~ = ¢(A1) ®¢(C)  @ . . . .  ¢(C) @¢(A2) ®. . . .  
Hence, ¢(A~) ~ ¢(A2), and thus lA~ and lA2 are partitioned in the same way in obtaining A by 
refinement. The same argument works if any two lAis are equal, so A must uniformly refine lA. | 
This uniform refinement condition will lead to an even stronger necessary condition, but we 
postpone this to a later section. First we turn to a sufficient condition for the invariant subspace 
analogue. 
4. D IV IS ION 
Let # = (#1, #2,. •., #t) be a partition of n, let V be a vector space over Fp of dimension , and 
let T : V --~ V be a nilpotent linear transformation whose Jordan blocks have sizes #1, #2, . . . ,  #t. 
We denote by Lu the lattice of T-invariant subspaces of V, i.e., the lattice of Fp[T] submodules 
of V. Then Lu is the analogue of the subgroup lattice L w For small n, L u and Lu are isomorphic, 
and for certain types of partitions (# = n or # = 1 n, for instance), they are isomorphic for any n. 
Furthermore, most numerical invariants uch as the size of levels, Hall polynomials, etc., are the 
same for L~ and L~. 
Our previous theorems that the embeddability of Lu in L~ implies refinement/uniform re- 
finement all hold for the _Ls as well, with essentially the same proofs. We now give a sufficient 
condition for embeddability of L__u in L~ which does not hold for the Ls. 
Suppose # = (#1,#2,. . .  ,#t) is a partition of n and k is a positive integer. For each i, write 
#~ = qik + ri with 0 _< ri < k by the division algorithm. We construct a new partition A of n 
by refining # as follows: replace each #i by k integers with sum #~, ri of them of size q~ + 1 and 
(k - ri) of size q~. (Thus, #i has been divided--as equally as possible--into k integral parts.) 
Rearrange those kt new integers in decreasing order to obtain the partition A. We shall say that A 
is obtained from # by division by k, and write A = #/k. 
For instance, if # = 52 and k = 2, we have A = #/2 = 3211. 
THEOREM 4. Let # be a partition of n and k any positive integer. Then L~ embeds in L x where 
= lA/k .  
PROOF. Suppose T : V --~ V has Jordan blocks of sizes t t l , . . .  ,lAt. We shall show that the 
nilpotent linear transformation T k : V -~ V has Jordan blocks whose sizes are given by the parts 
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of A = #/k. Any subspace of V invariant under T is also invariant under T k, so the identity map 
from V to V will induce an embedding of L~ into L~. 
Let V1 be the "cyclic" subspace corresponding to #1, so V1 has basis {Xl, x2, . . . ,  x~l } and T 
maps x~ to xi+l for i < #1, with T(x~l ) -- 0. Consider the action of T k on V1. It maps xl to 
Xk.bl , Xk_bl to X2kq-1,.... Similarly, it maps x2 to Xk.b2 , Xk-b2 to X2kq-2,.... Thus, V1 splits into 
k cyclic subspaces under T k, generated, respectively, by xl, x2, . . . ,  xk, and it is clear that the 
sizes of these are either [#~/k] or [#l/k] + 1, as desired. A similar argument applies to each of 
V2,...,¼. I 
If we take k large in the above theorem, we obtain that L~ embeds in L~ where A = 1111 . . . .  
However, the corresponding T for this A is just the zero linear transformation, so L~ is the 
entire subspace lattice and the result is obvious. From the small examples of Ls exhibited in the 
introduction, one might guess that L~ also embeds in L~ whenever A = 111 . . . .  This is false, as 
we next show. 
5. PROJECT IVE  GEOMETRY REVIS ITED 
Let G be an abelian group. From the lattice of subgroups L(G G G @ G), one can recover the 
endomorphism ring of G by essentially mimicking the coordinatization theorem for projective 
planes. Though this is standard (see [6], for instance) we sketch one version here. We thank 
M. Haiman who first pointed this out to one of us. 
Let X -- Y = Z = G and consider the lattice L(X®Y@Z) .  Let D = {(g, g, g)}, the "diagonal" 
of X @ Y @ Z. The subgroups H of D V Z which are "complements" to (D V Z) A (X V Y), i.e., 
g Y [(D V Z) A (X V Y)] = D V Z, H A [(D V Z) A (Z V Y)] = 0, are in 1-1 correspondence 
with endomorphisms ¢ of G via the association of ¢ to {(¢(z), ¢(z), z)} = He. Furthermore, the 
addition and multiplication of elements ¢, ¢ in End(G) can be defined on the corresponding H~, 
He via the lattice operations alone. 
We have the following: 
(i) H¢¢ = ([£:m A (H~ V Y)] V X) A (D V Z), where £:m = Z V [(He V X) A (D V Y)], 
(ii) H¢+¢ -- ([Z:a A (H¢ V Y)] VX)  A (DV Z), where /:a = [(He VX)  A (Y V Z)]V 
[(D V Z) A (X V Y)]. 
Here one should think of Z as the origin (0, 0) of the xy plane; X and Y as points at infinity 
on the x and y axes, and D as the point (1, 1). Also V and A correspond to joining two points 
by a line and intersecting two lines, respectively. Then if He and H¢ correspond to (¢, ¢) and 
(¢, 0), we are essentially just constructing the lines y = ¢x (our ~m) and y = x + ¢ (our £:a) 
geometrically and intersecting them with the line x = ~ to get (eventually) points (¢0, ¢0) and 
(¢+¢,¢+¢). 
Similarly, if M is an R-module, the endomorphism ring of M can be recovered from the lattice 
of submodules of M @ M @ M. Consider now the two lattices L222 and L222. If these were 
isomorphic, then the endomorphism ring of a cyclic group of order p2, namely, Z/(p2), would 
have to be isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of a cyclic Fp[T] module of "order" T 2, i.e., 
Fp[T]/(T2). But these rings have different (additive) characteristics socannot be isomorphic. 
This same line of argument yields the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. L222 does not embed in Lllllll. 
PaOOF. Let G = Cp2, H = Cp@Cp. If L(G@G@G) embeds in L(H@H@H),  then the argument 
given above shows that End(G) must embed as a subring in End(H), since the lattice embedding 
will preserve meets and joins. However End(G) is Z/(p 2) so has additive characteristic p2, and 
hence, it cannot embed in End(H) which has characteristic p. I 
Thus, for n -- 6 the partial order on partitions induced by embeddings of the L ,  has no unique 
maximal element and its Hasse diagram shown in Figure 8 looks quite different from the smaller 
cases given earlier. 
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Note here that 42 and 51 have no least upper bound, and 2211 and 21111 have no greatest 
lower bound. 
6. HOMOGENEOUS FLAGS 
In this and the next section, we will derive much stronger necessary conditions for embeddability 
for both the L~s and L~s. The key to these results is the idea of a "homogeneous" flag, a flag 
wherein all quotients of the same size are isomorphic. 
DEFINITION. Let G be an abelJan group of order pn. A homogeneous ]tag in G is a maxima/ 
chain {0} = Go C G1 c G2 c ... C Gn =- G of subgroups uch that for i < j the isomorphism 
type of Gj/Gi only depends on j - i. 
COMMENTS. 
(i) Cyclic groups obviously have homogeneous flags. 
(ii) A similar definition applies for Fp[T] modules. 
The following lemma indicates the way in which such flags naturally arise. 
LEMMA 6. Let G = Cp,, @Cp,~ = A@B and let ¢ : L(G) --* L(H) be a poset embedding where H 
is another p-group of order p2n. Then the flags induced in ¢(A) and in ¢(B) by the images of 
the subgroups of A and of B, respectively, are homogeneous. 
PROOF. Suppose A1 C A2 C_ A, B1 C B2 C_ B, and IA2/All = IB2/Bll. Then ¢ induces a poset 
embedding of L(A2/A1 ~ B2/B1) ~- L((A2 ~ B2)/(A1 @ B1)) into L(¢(A2 @ B2)/¢(A1 ~ B1)). 
By our result in Section 3, the cyclic groups A2/A1 and B2/B1 must be refined "uniformly", 
i.e., ¢(A2)/¢(A1) and ¢(B2)/¢(B1) must be isomorphic. Fixing B,, B2 and letting Ai, A2 vary, 
we see that all quotients of size IB2/BI[ in the flag induced in ¢(A) by subgroups of A must be 
isomorphic to B2/BI, and hence, to each other. Thus, this flag is homogeneous. Similarly, the 
flag induced in ¢(B) by subgroups of B must be homogeneous. | 
COMMENTS. 
(i) A similar result holds for Fp[T] modules. 
(ii) The same argument shows that if G = Cp,, • CB,, with m > n, then the flag induced 
in ¢(Cp,) must be homogeneous, though the flag induced in ¢(Cp,,) need only have all 
quotients of the same size _< n isomorphic. 
With this lemma, it is clearly important to know which groups G have homogeneous flags. The 
answer bears a suspicious resemblance to the groups which arise in the "division by k" process 
of Section 4. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be an abelian p-group. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) G has a homogeneous flag. 
(2) Every cyclic subgroup of G is contained in a cyclic direct summand. 
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(3) Every subgroup of G is contained in a direct summand of the same p-rank. 
(4) All Hall polynomiMs for G have nonnegative coefficients. 
(5) For some n, G is the direct sum of copies of cyclic groups of "adjacent" sizes pn and p~-1. 
PROOF. We shall show (1) ~ (5), (5) ~ (3) ~ (4) ~ (5), and only sketch (4) ~ (5). This last 
equivalence will be dealt with in a separate paper [7]. 
Suppose G = A1 @ A2 @'"  • At, where A1, . . . ,A8 are cyclic of order p~ and As+l , . . . ,A t  
are cyclic of order pn-1 (we admit the possibility s = t). For each i, let ai be a generator of Ai. 
We construct a homogeneous flag {0} = Go C G1 C ...  C G,~ = G, where N = t(n - 1) + s 
so pN = [G], as follows. If t [ k, k = qt, let Gk be the pq-socle of G, i.e., the subgroup of all 
elements whose order divides pg (generated by pn-qa l , . . .  ,p~-qas, pn-q-Xas+l , . . . ,  pn-g- lat) .  
If k -- qt + r for 0 < r < t, let Gk be the subgroup generated by the pq-socle of G together 
with the elements of order pq+l from A1, . . . ,  At. Then it is routine to check that the Gk give 
a homogeneous flag for G. In particular for i < j,  Gj /G i  ~- Gj_i will be elementary abelian iff 
j - i _< t. Note also that any of the following "basis changes" for G will yield the same flag: 
replacing ai by cai with p I/c; replacing ai by ai + aj with j < i <: s; replacing ai by ai + aj with 
s + 1 <_ j < i; and replacing ai by ai + aj with i _< s < j. Hence, (5) ~ (1). 
For the converse, i.e., (1) ~ (5), we prove by induction on [G[ a stronger esult, namely, that 
if G has a homogeneous flag, not only must G be of the form given by (5), but the flag must be 
given by the construction of the preceding paragraph for an appropriate choice of basis of G. 
We may thus assume that we are given H of order pg+l, with a homogeneous flag {0} = Go C 
G1 C .. .  C GN C GN+I : H, and that GN = G -= A1 • .. • ~ At with the Gk for 0 < k < N 
given by our previous construction, where Ai = (ai) has order pn for i <: s and pn-1 for i > s. 
Choose h E H, h ~ G, so H = (G, h). Then ph c G so ph = Eciai. By replacing h by h - g for 
an appropriate g E G, we may assume that no nonzero ci is divisible by p. By a basis change 
preserving the flag in G, we may assume all nonzero ci equal 1, and by further such basis changes, 
we may assume that either ph = ai for some i or ph = O. Consider now three cases. 
(i) ph = O. Then H -- G ~ (h). If al has order p2 or greater, i.e., if n > 1, then H/G1 ~- 
G/G1 ~ (h) has one more cyclic factor of order p in its canonical decomposition than G 
does, so the flag for H is not homogeneous. On the other hand, if n = 1, then H is 
elementary abelian, and its flag is of the desired type. 
(ii) ph = ai for some i <: s. Now GN/GN-t is elementary abelian, but H/GN-t+I will have 
a cyclic factor of order p2 unless s = t and i = 1. Hence, for the flag to be homogeneous, 
these latter conditions must hold. But then H has one cyclic factor (h) of order p~+l and 
(t - 1) of order p~, and its flag is of the desired type. 
(iii) ph = ai for some i > s. Again GN/GN- t  is elementary abelian, but H/GN- t+I  will have 
a cyclic factor of order p2 unless i = s + 1. Thus, for the flag to be homogeneous i = s + 1. 
Then H has s + 1 cyclic factors of order p~, namely, A1, . . . ,  As and (h), and t - s - 1 of 
order p~-l ,  and its flag is of the desired type. This concludes the proof that (1) =~ (3). 
To show that (5) =~ (3), let A be a subgroup of G where G has the structure given in (5). 
Take B, A _< B _< G, so that B is maximal with respect o having the same p-socle as A. Then 
it is immediate that B is neat in G, i.e., pG A B = pB, for if b = pg E B, b q~ pB, then (B, g/ 
would have the same p-socle as B (and hence as A) but would be larger than B. For groups of 
the form in (5), however, B neat in G implies B pure in G (see [8]), and hence, since G is finite, 
B is a summand of G. 
The implication (3) ~ (2) is trivial. To show (2) =~ (5), assume (5) fails and G has a summand 
A @ B with A = (a) ~_ Cpk, B = (b) '~ Cpl with k :> g + 2. Then the element g = pa + b is 
contained in no cyclic summand of G, violating (2). | 
As mentioned above, we shall not give the details of the argument showing that (4) is equivalent 
to the other conditions, since they will appear elsewhere [7]. In one direction, the idea is that 
if (2) fails, then there is g E G contained in no cyclic summand. Suppose G _ G~, (g) ~ G~, 
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G/(g) -"" G~,. Then consider the Hall polynomial g~,(p). If its coefficients were all nonnegative, 
then it would evaluate to a positive number at p = 1. But setting p = 1 in a Hall polynomial 
counts the number of elements of type # and cotype v in a chain product of type A, and this 
number must be zero since g is contained in no cyclic summand. Hence, (4) fails. Conversely, 
if (5) holds, it can be shown that the collapse of L(G) onto the appropriate chain product given 
in [9] is such that the cotype of an element can be determined from the cotype of its image. From 
this, not only does (4) follow, but an explicit form for the Hall polynomial can be obtained. 
Here are several further comments on the above theorem. 
(i) The theorem, with the same proof, holds equally well for Fp[T] modules. 
(ii) If the homogeneous condition is weakened to assume that Gj/Gi  only depends on j - i for 
j - i _< n - 1, then (1) still implies (5) since j - i = n only occurs with j = n, i = 0. If it 
is further weakened to hold for j - i < n - 2, then (1) still implies (5), but the flag need 
not be of the desired form. Finally, if it is only assumed to hold for j - i < n - 3, then 
(1) need not imply (5)--the group Cp3 (9 Cp (9 Cp has a flag in which quotients of size p2 
(and of course of size p) are isomorphic. 
7. STRONG NECESSARY CONDIT IONS 
With the result of the last several sections, we can now give much stronger necessary conditions 
for embeddability of both the Ls and the Ls. 
THEOREM 8. Let #, A be partitions of n with #i = #2. I f  L~ embeds in L~, or L_~ embeds in L_h, 
then A = #/k  for some k. 
PROOF. Let G~ = A1 O ' "  G At with As cyclic of order pro. If ¢ : L(G~) ~ L~ is an embedding, 
then Lemma 6 and Theorem 7 from Section 6 guarantee that ¢(A1) has a homogeneous flag and, 
hence, is isomorphic to Gvl where v i is obtained from the one-part partition #1 by division by 
some kl. Similarly, ¢(A2) ~- Gv2 with v 2 obtained from #2 by division by some k2. Furthermore, 
kl must equal k2 since corresponding quotients in the induced flags in ¢(Ai) and ¢(A2) must be 
isomorphic (see the proof of the lemma). Using the second comment after the proof of Lemma 6, 
we see that the same result holds for each i, i.e., that ¢(Ai) ~- G,~, where v ~ is obtained from #i 
by division by k (the same k for each i). But A is obtained by combining the v i so we have 
A = #/k.  The same argument applies if L~ embeds in L~. | 
From the second comment after Theorem 7 in Section 6, the above theorem also holds if 
Pl - -  P2  ~-- 1 or 2. There is, however, an embedding of L52 in L31111 even  though 31111 cannot 
be obtained from 52 by division by any k. 
Theorem 8 combines with Theorem 4 to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the em- 
beddability of L~ in L~ for a large class of #, i.e., whenever #l = #2 (or in fact #l - #2 _< 2). 
We also have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let #, A be partitions of n with p3 ~_ 2. If L ,  embeds in Lx, then # = A. 
PROOF. Again let G ,  = A1 (9 ... (9 At with Ai cyclic of order p~', and let ¢ : L(G, )  ~ L~ be 
an embedding. Consider the restriction of ¢ to the p2-socle of A1 (9 A2 (9 A3, which we write as 
Bi (9 B2 (9 B3. This is just a copy of G ,  with v = 222, so by Lemma 5 of Section 5, each ¢(B~) 
must be cyclic of order p2. Now, mimicking the argument in Lemma 6 of Section 6, we see that 
the flag induced in each ¢(Ai) by the subgroups of Ai must have all of its "two-step" quotients 
cyclic of order p2. But it is easy to prove by induction that the existence of such a flag implies 
the group is cyclic, so each ¢(A~) is cyclic (of order p~).  This immediately ields # = A. | 
Theorem 9 gives a necessary condition (which is of course trivially sufficient) for embeddability 
for a large class of Ls. We have partial results for the "other two" large classes, namely, the L ,  
for #2 = 1 and the L~ for #2 _> 2, #3 = 1. 
If P2 = 1, then G,  = A (9 B with A cyclic and B elementary abelian. We can show L ,  embeds 
in any LA obtained by refining #, i.e., any Lv111... where v partitions #l. We already know that 
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L(A) embeds in L~. Now we apply a "folk lemma" which classifies the subgroups of G = A ~ B 
for any A, B in terms of triples (A2 /A1 ,B2/B I , f ) ,  where A1 c_ A2 c_ A, B1 C_ B2 c_ B, and 
f : A2/A1 ---* B2/B1 is an isomorphism. This enables us to explicitly embed L(G~) = L(A ~ B) 
in L~111 .... The same argument works for FB[T] modules. We omit the details. 
For partit ions # with #2 _> 2, jz 3 = 1, the situation is less satisfactory. To begin with, the 
necessary condition of Theorem 8 only covers # with #1 equal (or almost equal) to #2. Using the 
folk lemma alluded to in the previous paragraph, we can give an explicit embedding of L ,  into L~, 
where # = (#1, #2) with #1 = #2 and A = #/k  for any k. To handle # = (#1, #2, 1, 1 , . . .  ) with 
#1 = #2, we need a result that if L(G) embeds in L(H),  then L(G ~ Cp) embeds in L(H  @ Cp). 
We can prove this for p = 2 using the folk lemma, but not yet for larger p. Again we omit the 
details. 
For the groups and Fp[T] modules not covered by our results so far, there is still the possibility 
that  the value of the prime p may play a role. Furthermore, we have not mentioned pr imary 
modules over other PIDs, such as (for instance) Z[/] modules annihilated by a power of 1 + i. 
(These are in a sense intermediate between 2-groups and F2[T] modules.) Clearly, there axe many 
further directions to explore. 
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